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Biography/Autobiography/Memoir

DEATH IS NOT “THE END”

One Agnostic’s Journey on the
Bumpy Road to Belief
Mandy Berlin
Softcover ISBN: 9781458217103 | $20.99
Hardcover ISBN: 9781458217097 | $37.95
E-book ISBN: 9781458217080 | $3.99
Mandy Berlin, a scientist and agnostic, ﬁnds her beliefs
challenged by a series of unexplainable events
following the death of her beloved husband. While
experiencing these events, she recorded the sights
and sounds she witnessed. In Death Is Not “The End,”
she shares the astonishing results of her research.

Fiction

ALL POINTS NORTH
14 Short Stories

Shelby Reese Lee III
Softcover ISBN: 9781458218643 | $17.99
E-book ISBN: 9781458218650 | $3.99
Shelby Reese Lee III introduces readers to All Points North,
a wide-ranging and ambitious collection of fourteen
short stories that offers a remarkable and moving
psychological journey into a complicated interior world.

For specific title information contact: Abbott Press | 1663 Liberty Drive | Bloomington, IN 47403 | (866) 697-5310 | www.abbottpress.com

Fiction

MAPLETON
George F. Ford
Softcover ISBN: 9781458219022 | $16.99
Hardcover ISBN: 9781458219039 | $33.95
E-book ISBN: 9781458219046 | $3.99
In 1950s Indiana, David and Anna are teenagers living
in a small town. The childhood sweethearts eventually
leave, swearing they will never return. Forty years later,
they decide to return with the hope of healing Anna’s
past wounds. This riveting tale combines intrigue and
mystery as the couple searches for redemption.

Inspiration

THE OTHER SIDE OF THE STORY
Daphine Priscilla Brown- Jack
Softcover ISBN: 9781458218797 | $12.99
Hardcover ISBN: 9781458218810 | $30.95
E-book ISBN: 9781458218803 | $4.99
Prepare to experience the true story of one
woman’s struggles within herself, her family, her
faith, and the criminal justice system after her
husband is wrongfully accused of a crime.

Library Title Ordering: All Abbott Press titles are available from your local/preferred book distributor.
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Thriller

SEEDS OF DESTRUCTION
Gary Miller Proulx
Softcover ISBN: 9781458218704 | $17.99
Hardcover ISBN: 9781458218711 | $35.95
E-book ISBN: 9781458218728 | $3.99
Oncologist Jacob Miller’s patients are dying due to a
terrorist plot to steal radiation and build a dirty bomb. Will
Miller be able to stop them before an explosion? Gary Miller
Proulx’s Seeds of Destruction takes a doctor from saving
the lives of his patient to saving the lives of his entire city.
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